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PROBLEMS OF OPTIMIZATION AND NUMERICAL STABILITY 
IN COMPUTATIONS 1) 
I v o BABUSKA 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Computer Science is a new scientific discipline. An important part of this discipline 
is the numerical mathematics. The "Art of Computation" is becoming a science; 
new questions and problems become important. 
A typical problem is the problem of the creation of numerical methods, the determi­
nation of their "worth" and, in general, the choice of the most suitable method 
for the given purpose. 
For example, the program-library in a computing centre contains mostly many 
algorithms for solving single mathematical problems. Opinions on the expedience 
of these algorithms are usually quite different and subjective. This statement is still 
more apparent when a method of applied mathematics is to be appreciated, especially 
in the field of scientific-technical computations. These scientific-technical compu­
tations are that part of the computer science in which I have some experience. 
My paper will deal with questions which are more or less associated with this 
kind of computations. 
I think that these computations may be characterized as a mathematical and 
constructive way of processing (transformation) of the given information to the 
required one 2). I am sure that in scientific-technical computations it is necessary 
to emphasize the knowledge of information which we may collect and the appreci­
ation of its reliability. Further it is necessary to formulate clearly the required infor­
mation on the given problem. The necessity of a mathematical and constructive way 
of this processing is obvious here. 
The clarity of the given and required information is an important part for 
a successful solution of a technical problem. Numerical mathematics are the rudi­
ments of this constructive processing of information. 
N u m e r i c a l m e t h o d generates (in a constructive manner) a mapping, from the 
class (space) of the given information to the class of the required one. It is important 
*) In this paper some results obtained recently in Prague will be given, 
2 ) HENRICI [23] defines numerical analysis as the theor 
matical analysis (with emphasis on the word constructive), 
ry of constructive methods in mathe-
that this mapping is defined on the entire class of information. This class will be the 
domain of definition of the given method (mapping). 
N u m e r i c a l p rocess is an exact constructive law (prescription) of creation of the 
given mapping. 
C o m p u t a t i o n is a concrete realization of the numerical process in the given 
case. We shall talk about exact realization when wc compute without round-off 
errors and about a realization (or disturbed realisation) in a real computation. 
It is obvious that there are many different manners of a constructive creation 
of one given mapping, i.e. many processes exist which transform the given infor-
mation to the requested one and solve the same mathematical problem. It is evident 
that the question of choosing a process is very important. 
It is clear that the choice and every optimization must necessarily be relative 
to the given information. This does not mean, however, that some methods might 
not be advantageous in a certain generality. 
The manner in which we appreciate the method is of great importance. My expe-
rience is that, from the practical point of view, it is very important to respect an 
incredulity of the given information. This incredulity can be of different kinds. 
Some of them will be shown in the next part of the paper. It is essential that the 
method (and in general all conclusions) be stable with respect to these incredulities. 
I think that this stability is one of the most important points when choosing a method 
in practice. 
In the next part I shall point out some aspects of these questions. 
2. THE PROBLEM OF QUADRATURE FORMULAS3) 
In this section I shall show some aspects of ideas, which I mentioned previously, 
in a simple case of quadrature formulas. 
Let our task be to determine numerically 
(2-1) •!(/) = f 
2ҡ 
f(x) dx . 
0 
We shall suppose that wc know the following about the integrated function/(x): 
1. The function f(x) is a continuous periodic function with the period In. 
2. We can evaluate only the function/(x) (i.e. compute the values of f(x)). 
In this case, the simplest quadrature formula Tnf) is mostly used in practice, 
with 
(2-2) T„(f)=1 iff71] 
n j=I \ n 
This formula is the well known trapezoid formula. 
) In this part we are not dealing with the problems of the round-off error. 
I will now analyse the question, if there are any reasons for selecting the trapezoid 
formula; we may ask e.g. why the Simpson-formula isn't better than the formula 
previously mentioned. Some arguments for choosing the trapezoid formula (in this 
case of integration of a periodic function) are included in some papers, e.g. MILNE [25], 
DAVIS [18] and others. 
The error bounds for the trapezoid formula are studied in many papers. See [4], 
[5], [21], [24] and others. We will now analyze the problem of the choice of the 
quadrature formula according to the information we mentioned previously. In our 
considerations we shall confine the class of possible formulae to the linear one. 
The choice of the quadrature formula means, in our case, to determine the sequence 
of linear functionals In in the form 
(2.3) /,(/) = i ^ / W . 0<xkt„S2n 
k=--l 
with the requirement that /„(/) -> J(f) for ail functions f(x) of the given class 
of functions. 
We shall measure the amount of work in using a formula by the number of evalu-
ations of the integrated function. 
Let us now assume that B is a Banach space. Then we can define 
(2.4) a>(n,B)= inf sup | £ ajf(yj) - J(f) \ 
aj>yj l l / l l ß ^ 1 J = i 
1 = 1 , . . . , n 
and 
(2.5) Q(П, B) = inf sup 
°J I I Л I в i 1 
jf(jj)-J(f) 
co(n, B) is the minimal possible error under the assumption that we know only 
that | | / | | B :g 1. Q(H, B) has an analogous meaning when we confine ourselves to use 
equidistant points in the quadrature formula. We shall further introduce 
(2.6) A(n,B)= sup \Tn(f) - J(/)|. 
II/IIB^1 
A(n, B) is evidently the error-bound of the trapezoid formula in the space B. An 
objective measure of convenience of the given formula is given here by the comparison 
of A(n, B) with a)(n, B), g(n, B) resp. This appreciation is obviously relative to the 
space B. 
The choice of the space B is very problematic in practice. In majority of cases 
there is a large incredulity as to whether it is convenient to take the integrated function 
as an element of a certain space B. If the conclusion on the suitability of a formula 
is strongly dependent on the choice of B, then the conclusion is not "stable" and 
it is not advantageous to use that formula in practice. Further we shall see that this 
"unstability" will appear in the case of the optimal formula, i.e. when we use the 
formula whose error equals O(n, B) or co(n, B), then the results will strongly depend 
on the space B. Conversely, a formula will be advantageous in practice if its error 
is nearly equal to g(n, B) or oj(n, B) but more or less independent of the space B. 
Later we shall see that only the trapezoid formula which is not an optimal one, 
has this property. We now introduce a class of Banach spaces of periodic functions. 
Definition 2.1. The Hilbert space H (over complex numbers) will be said to be 
periodic if: 
1. Every f e H is a 2K periodic, continuous function. 
2. Let ||f||c signify the norm in the space C; then 
(2-7) ||/|UC(H)|/||H. 
3. If fe H, then g(x) = f(x + c) e H for every real c and \f\H = \\d\\H-
The space H will be said to be strongly periodic if it is periodic and if: 
4. eikxeH, fe =- . . . , - 1 , 0 , 1 , . . . and \\eikx\\H = | |< r
i , ' i H . 
5. / / | ; | ^ |/c|, then | |e«-JH ^ | |e-«| |H . 
6. 
00 
(2.8) | | e i [ n c 0 1 H t | |e
ia"a]+'" ) jc | |H
2 S D , 
t = 0 
for 0 ^ a ^ 2, and D does not depend on n. 
At the beginning of this section it was said that f(x) is a periodic function. It is 
obvious that this information is insufficient. However, I think it is convenient to 
assume that the function/(x) is an element of a periodic or strongly periodic space H. 
It is evident that now too we have a large incredulity as regards the concrete 
selection of the space H. The importance of this incredulity is well seen in the next 
theorem and example. 
Theorem 2.1. Let H be a strongly periodic space with the norm 
(2.9) ||/||2= r( | / |2 + ^|/T)dx, A>0. 
Jo 
Then the error-bound of the formula 
(2A0) Rn
A)(f) = C(n, H) Tn(f) 
where 
2 °° 1 
is equal to o(n, H). 
6 
The theorem 2.1 affirms that the formula (2.10) is an optimal one if we are using 
the equidistant net. Now we shall introduce the following example: 
E x a m p l e 2.1. Let f(x) = e*sinx, a = 3;10. Then 
1 C2n 
J(f) = — /(*) dx = 4-88079258586502408... resp. 2815-71662846625447 . 





























In Tab. 2A we show the result obtained by the trapezoid formula Tn(f) and by the 
optimal formula Rn
A) for A — \. From this table we see that an optimal formula 
used in an inconvenient space may give bad results. We see that the conclusion 
of the convenience of the optimal formula is very "unstable" (with respect to the 
choice of H). From this table we also see that the trapezoid formula (C = 1) gives very 
good results; however, the following theorem is true: 
Theorem 2.2. For every periodic space H 
(2.11) A(n,H)>Q(n,H). 
This theorem shows that the trapezoid formula cannot be optimal in a periodic 
space. Nevertheless this formula is very advantageous in practice. The explanation 
of this fact can be seen in the following statement: 
Theorem 2.3. Let H be a periodic space. Then 
(2.12) ШniћiЗ-l 
n-oo Q(n, H) 
No other formula has the property that the left-handside of (2A2) is bounded for 
all periodic spaces (except for a finite number of indices of n). 
This theorem shows that the efficiency of the trapezoid formula is roughly the 
same as that of an optimal formula. This statement is now" stable" with respect 
to the choice of H. The asymptotic optimality (in the sense of (2.12)) of the trapezoid 
formula is valid only when the equidistant net is used, i.e. when we compare A(n, H) 
with g(n, H). 
The situation becomes more complicated when we compare A(n, H) with co(n, H). 
What happens will be seen from the following theorems: 
Theorem 2.4. For every sequence d , C2> •••>£* > 0 there exists a periodic space H 
such that 
(2.13) l imsup—-—-—- = oo . 
n-oo o)(n, H) £„ 
Theorem 2.5. Let H be a strongly periodic space. Then we have 
(2.14) limsup -An±$ < 00 
o(n, H) jn 
Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 show that it is reasonable to demand the universal efficiency 
relative to the set of strongly periodic spaces. The necessity to confine ourselves 
to some kind of incredulity is natural. This is a general statement when dealing with 
every kind of incredulity. I think, however, that the previously mentioned theorems 
show well the role of the trapezoid and optimal formulas and the role of the incre-
dulity. 
We have been dealing with the analysis of the convenience of the trapezoid formula 
Tn(f). Now let us mention the error of Tn(f). Practically all the known error esti-
mations are based on the choice of the space H (or on the more general space B). 
The choice may be carried out a priori, i.e. before the computation or a posteriori, 
i.e. the choice is made with respect to the results obtained during the computation. 
The error estimate is then 
(2.15) e„(f, H) = A(n, H) | | / | H . 
The norm | | / | |H has to be estimated (a priori or a posteriori). 
There are many papers dealing with the estimation of A(n, H) for different spaces, 
e.g. [5], [2], [24], [6] and others. Many results have been gathered in special books. 
See e.g. [26], [34] and others. With a suitable choice of H (resp. B) we may obtain 
the estimates in Cn, the "derivative-free" estimates (22); for the estimation of oj(n, H) 
and Q(n, H) see e.g. [5], [8], [21], [36]. Moore's important and principal results 
[30], [31], [32] may also be understood as an a posteriori choice of B and an a 
posteriori estimation of the norm ||/||B- This a posteriori choice is made here by the 
computer. I want to emphasize that a choice of an a priori given class of possible 
spaces is given here. The problem of the optimal choice of a space in connection 
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Letf(x) be a 27i-periodic continuous function and let 0 4= x(f) = E(H; H periodic, 
jeH). 
Then the following theorem is valid: 
Theorem 2.6. Let 
j(x)= f ake
ik*. 
/ c = - 00 
Then 
(2.16) e„(j) = inf A(n, H) \\f\\H = \ \atn\ . 
Hex(L) r = - o o 
There is often a simple way of obtaining this "best" estimation. 
We introduce 
GO 
Definition 2.2. The function g(x) = £ b^e1** wi// be called an overfunction 
00 fc= — CO 
to the function f(x) = 2] a^eifcx, /f bk ^ |ak[, fc = . . . — 1, 0, 1, . . . This will 
fcs- — 00 
be denoted by g > f. 
The overfunction can often be simply constructed. E.g. esin* sin2 x -< Lccosx . 
. (1 + cos2x). With this knowledge of the overfunction it is possible to get an 
estimation of cn(f) in (2.16). 
Theorem 2.7. Let g > f and gr" be a continuous function. Then 
(2.17) £n(f)Sr,„(f) = ^\Tn(g")\. 
n 
The efficiency of this estimation will be shown in the following example: 
E x a m p l e 2.2. Letf(x) = easinx, a > 0. Thenf(x) -< eacosx. In table 2.2 we intro-
duce the value nn(f) and an = |J(f) — T„(f)| for a = 10; 50. From table 2.2 a good 
accordance between the estimation and the real error may be seen. This error esti-
mation is closely related to the ideas of DAHLQUIST [19] [20]. 
We dealt with the analysis of the computation of (2.1). Similar ideas can be used 
for the computation of the Fourier coefficients, 
(2.18) Jp(f) = — [
 nf(x)e^xdx. 
2TTJ0 
We obtain a principal new problem if we want to compute simultaneously the 
values JPj j = 1, ..., k. Obviously the simplest way is to compute these values 
independently. There is a question if it is possible to gain something when we make 
the computations simultaneously. 
10 
I will show it in the simplest case. Let us assume that we will compute both values 
J0 and Ji simultaneously. Put 
(2.19) Q"(H) =J^M ™Z I™* t aj9(P)f(^j) - JJji 
9(P),P = O,I " / = i \ n ) 
Q(0
n\ is apparently the minimal possible error in a simultaneous computation. 
We shall analyse what can be gained by this kind of computation. 
Let 
(2.20) < \ ( H ) = max (A(n, H), ||Ji||H) . 
This is the error if we compute J0 with the trapezoid formula and if we put Jx(f) = 0. 
The following theorem may be proved: 
Theorem 2.8. Let H be strongly periodic. Then 
limsup ^ T ^ - S V 2 -
n -+oo i i 0 i ( - » ) 
The theorem shows that we can gain practically nothing while performing a simulta-
neous computation. Theorem 2.8 is a special case of theorems which have been 
proved by P. PRIKRYL [33]. 
We analysed the case if only the function values were used in computing. All I said 
can be done if we use also the values of k derivatives. Here we shall assume besides 
(2.7) the following: 
(2.7) | / < i c £ CS(H) \\f\\H , s = 0,...,k 
and 
(2.8') \\eiinalx\\H I ||^'
([na] + ",)x||^2 (t + a)2fc ^ D 
t = o 
0 ^ a ^ 2k + 2 and D does not depend on n. 
In this case the space H will be said k-periodic or k-strongly periodic. 
Analogously to (2.5) we now have 
Í £afW^A-J(/)|. (2.22) Qk(n, B) = infsup 
«/s)ll/|| = i 
j = l , . . . , n 
s = 0,...,fc 
Now I shall mention a special result of SEGETH (See [35]) who studied this field of 
problems. One of the problems here is, roughly speaking, the following: 
Is it better to use more values of a functions in the quadrature or is it better to 
compute and use the values of the derivatives? 
11 
An answer to this is given by the comparison between Q0 and Qk. It can be showa 
that for 2-strongly periodic spaces 
(2.23) Q2(n, H) = inf sup 1 £ £ a?/« (
2- j] - J(f)\ . 
«/*>,/= i,...«, i!/||„gi U=o j=i \ n / 
s = 0 , 2 ! s # l ' 
Let us assume that the amount of work needed for the evaluation of f(x) is equal 
to 1 and that for the derivative is a. Then the whole work with the use of n points 
will be n(\ + a). This values will be the measure of the "work" when using the given 
formula with n points. 
(2.24) S(a, H) = lim sup i^hJJl 
V ; K J •->• Q([n(l + a)], H) 
gives now the required answer (relatively to the space H). 
Thus, for example, the following theorem is true: 
Theorem 2.9. Let H be a 2-strongly periodic space. Let a ^ 1. Let ||elA,x||H = 
= g(n2) where g is an entire function. Then S(a, H) > V If g is not a polynomial 
then S(a, H) — oo for a > 1 and S(l, H) = 3. 
Theorem 2.9 shows more or less that if the amount of work needed for the evalu-
ation of derivatives is not less than that needed for the evaluation of the function, 
it is not advantageous to use the formula with derivatives. 
Previously in this section we dealt with the trapezoid formula Tn. An analogous 
role is played here by the formula 
(2.25) T?\f) = i tffc lc) + ±tr (- A 
n k=i \n J rr k = l \n J 
There is also a theorem analogous to Theorem 2.9 for the use of (2.25), given more 
exactly and in more detail in (25). As an illustration I shall give the following example: 
E x a m p l e 2.3. Compute also J(f) = lj2n ft* f(x) dx forf(x) = ePsin\ p = 10;50. 
Let us assume a = 1. In table 2.3 we see the error when using the formulas T„ and 
T„(2) in dependence on the amount of work (i.e. on n resp, n(l + a)). 
We see that the computation without the use of derivatives is more advantageous. 
This agrees fully with the theoretic investigations. In accordance with the theorem 
the error of the formula with derivatives is nearly three times larger than that of the 
formula without derivatives. All we said was connected with the computation of (2.1) 
and (2.18) respectively. 
Now I shall briefly speak about the computation of 
(2.26) Jg(f) = І-
12 








/ ( * ) = eÍOsinx f(x)= e50sînx 
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0-45200 + 2 0 
0-26250 + 1 7 
0-20199 + 1 2 
015147 + 2 1 
0-78754 + 1 7 
0-60599 + 1 2 
We shall not analyse ail the problems associated with this computation. All can 
be done analogously. The formula which plays the same role here as the trapezoid 
formula is the following (see (6)): 
(2.27) 
where 
Tm = l-isJ-j)f(-j) 
ttj = _ \n ) \n ) 
[л/2] 
Sn(x) = £ _?V* 
fc=-[л/2] + 1 
_<"» = bk for k < 




k= — CO 
The error estimation by an everfunction can be made. As an illustration I shall show 
E x a m p l e 2.4. Compute 
(2.28) 
Л + 7Г/2 
L = easinx cos x dx , a = l ; 5 . 
-я/2 
Apparently this integral may be written in the form (2.26). Obviously it can also 
be written like this: 
(2.29) E exx dx . 
13 
In the table 2.4 we have shown the errors of (2.27) in comparison with the Romberg's 
integration (see [16], [17]). In the table there is also shown the error obtained by the 
use of the overfunction ec o s x cos x. The computation was made with computer ICT 












Error of Rombеrg 









0-634 - 8 
0-271 - 1 9 
0 
0 
0-171 - 5 
0-245 - 1 6 
0-437 - 1 8 
-0-421 - 1 0 
-0-416 - 1 4 
0-407 - 1 9 
f=--e5 SІПJC / = - e5* 
0-510 - 2 
0-254 - 8 
0-492 —16 
-0-217 - 1 8 
0-381 0 
0-126 - 5 
0-801 - 1 3 
0-268 - 1 6 
-0-844 - 3 
-0-208 - 5 
0-128 - 8 
In a simple case of quadrature we have shown some aspects of incredulity with 
respect to the given information and the meaning of "stability" of a conclusion. 
It is possible to generalize these ideas in different ways. A possibility of a generaliza­
tion can be seen in [28]. I shall, however, not deal with it here. 
3. BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS FOR ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS 
In section 2 we showed one kind of incredulity as regards the given information 
and how to deal with it. I shall now mention some ether aspects of incredulity. 
A simple problem will again be analysed. Let us solve the following boundary-value 
problem 
(3.1) (p(x) y')'- q(x) y = f(x) 
with the boundary conditions 
(3.2) K°) = «. y(L) = b. 
We assume that p(x), g(x) and f(x) are sufficiently smooth and p(x) > a, q(x) ^ 0. 
14 
The functions p, q, f have a physical meaning. Nevertheless, we know them only 
approximately in practice. 
Let the possible disturbances (incredulities) of p, q, f be a, O, cp respectively. 
From the physical point of view these perturbances are small in a certain sense 
(norm). They may also have further properties. Such perturbances will be called 
admissible disturbancies. We shall assume that small admissible disturbances result 
in a small change in the solution. 
It is well known that a numerical process cannot be realized with an absolute 
exactness. Every realization of a process by computation is disturbed (by round-off 
errors). We can mostly imagine, however, this disturbed realization as an exact 
one (without disturbance) but with the disturbed given information. We shall speak 
about replaced disturbances (of information) in this case.4) It is reasonable to speak 
about a suitable numerical process if the replaced disturbances 
a) are admissible 
b) the order of disturbances is the same as the order of error in the individual 
operations. 
Bauer [13], [14], [15] used a similar approach in his investigations of numerical 
processes in algebraic problems. 
There are suitable and non suitable processes. I shall show them by the process 
of solving (3.1) and (3.2). 
E x a m p l e 3.1. The method of combination of solutions leads to a non suitable 
process. This method, as known, consists in solving two initial-value problems for 
the initial conditions y(0) = 0, y(0) = yj9 j = 1, 2 and the required solution (3.1), 
(3.2) is determined by a suitable combination. Let p(x) = (1 + x), q(x) = 500, 
f(x) = n cos nx — (500 + n2(\ + x)) sin nx, L = 1, a = b = 0. We solve the 
initial problem by the Runge-Kutta-Gill method of the 4 t h order for step h = 0,025 
(computer LGP 30) See [12]. The results obtained are given in Table 3.1. 
E x a m p l e 3.2. The factorization method leads to a suitable process. By this 
method (see e.g. [12]) we solve the following system 
r + qW2 = - , W(0) = 0 , 
P 
u' + qWu = fW, u(0) = - a , 
Wyf-y- = U-, y(L) = b. 
P P 
Let us solve the same problem as in Example 3.1 by this method. The initial problems 
are also solved with Runge-Kutta-Gill method with h = 0-025. We obtain the results 
mentioned in Table 3.1. 
4) The method of replaced distrubances (backward-method) was used with large success by 
WILKINSON. See [42], [43]. 
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I have said that we can mostly consider the disturbed realization of a process 
as an exact realization with the disturbed input (i.e. given) information. In this 
case in the method of factorization the replaced disturbances are small in the fol-
lowing norms: O, g in C norm and cp in the norm [|<p[| = || Jj cp dx| |c . It may be seen 
that these disturbances are admissible. 
Table 3.1 
X 
y{x) by method 
of combination 
Exact solution y(x) by method 
of factorizatíon 
0100 0-3090103 0-3090170 0-3090018 
0-400 0-9510075 0-9510565 0-9510461 
0-500 1 005031 1 0000000 0-9999897 
0-700 0-8577343 0-8090170 0-8090081 
0-750 1-374171 0-7071068 0-7070985 
0-800 00000000 0-5877852 0-5877778 
0-900 9-700032 0-3090170 0-3090119 
It is obvious that the question of existence of a suitable numerical process for the 
solution of the given problem is very important. The method of factorization may 
be generalized to a general boundary (or multipoint) problem for the system 
(3.4) x'(s) - A(s) x(s) = f(s). 
J. TAUFER (see [38], [39]) has investigated in detail the replaced disturbances for 
a concrete kind of factorization and has shown that his factorization method is con-
venient in the previously mentioned sense. Another kind of factorization method, 
sometimes called method of the transfer of boundary conditions, was investigated 
in recent years, for example, by ABRAMOV (see [1], [2]) who also briefly mentioned 
the possibility of showing the suitability of this process for the general case (3.4). 
See [3]. 
In [7] and [12] the stability of the differential equations of the factorization method 
in special cases has been studied. 
E x a m p l e 3.3. As an example I shall show the computation of a continuous beam 
of 20 fields built-in at the end constantly loaded. In practice, the method of transfer 
of matrices which is very similar to the method of combination of solutions is very 
often used. See e.g. [45]. 
In the following table 3.2 there are shown the moments at some supports computed 
by the usual method as well as by Taufer's factorization method. The previously 








at the support 
Computed moment at 
the support by men-
tioned method 
Computed moment at 






5000000 - 3 
5000000 - 3 
5-000000 - 3 
5 000000 - 3 
4-9999999 - 3 
4-9492238 - 3 
1-618765 - 1 
7-790814 - 1 
4-999999999 - 3 
5-000000006 - 3 
5000000004 - 3 
4-999999999 - 3 
4. STABILITY OF NUMERICAL PROCEASES 
In the previous sections we dealt with some aspects of incredulity as to the choice 
of a numerical process. In this section we shall deal with a quantitative characteriz-
ation of the numerical stability of a given numerical process. See [9], [10], [11], [12]. 
In computations of problems of mathematical analysis, the existence of a subscript n 
(e.g. number of steps) is typical so that we obtain the required result only for n -> oo. 
In section 1 we introduced a numerical process. Here we shall define it more exactly. 
Definition 4.1. Let there be given a sequence of normed vector spaces 
Y(n) y(n) y(n) y(n) y(n) „ _ 1 o 
-Pn* Pn+ 1* * ' *' 0 9 ' M 9 • • '9 ^Nn * H — L, £, . . . 
and a sequence of continuous operators 
A™, i = 0 , l , . . . , N„- 1 , n = 1,2, . . . 
mapping the Cartesian product 
X(n)Pn x X_pn + 1 x ... x X
(n) into X(n)x , 
Further let the sets 
M(k
n) cz X<"> for fc - -pn, -pn + 1, ..., 0 
be given. Then the sequence of equations 
Y(") _ A(n) t Y ( « ) Y ( n ) \ 
A i + 1 ~ Mi \x-pn9
 x~pn+l9 •• •, *i ) •> 
i = 0 ,1 , ...,NM - 1, x[
n) e X(n), k> 0 , 
x\n)eM(k
n), k _ 0, n = 1,2,. . . 
will be called a numerical process. The set M(k
n) will be called the set of input data 
and the elements x(k
j) k = 1,2,.. . , N„ 
to input elements x(k
n), k = — pn, ..., 0. 
, will be called the solution corresponding 
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In practice, the numerical processes as by Definition 4.1 cannot be solved exactly 
by the computer (round-off errors). Hence we introduce the following definition: 
Definition 4.2, Let there be given a numerical proces in thesense of Definition 4.1. 
Let there be given the input elements x[n), k = — pn, ..., 0 and a sequence of numbers 
{of} = Cn\ a(n) = 0, j = -p„ , ..., N„; n = 1, 2 , . . . and denote x
(n) e X(n) = -pm 
..., 0, 1, ..., Nn the elements satisfying the equations 
(4.2) Xftt = 4"> (x%n , xL">P„+1,..., x
(">) + 9ft , , i = 1 , . . . , JV. - 1 . 
(4.3) x<"> = x<"> + 9(">, x("> e M(">, i = -pn,.... 0 . 
The solution of the given numerical process corresponding to input elements x(^\ 
k = —pn, ..., 0 and to the sequence £,
(n) will be called ps-solution, if 
(4.4) lim sup - sup sup \x(n) - x(n)\ g Cns 
A~»0 A |#.(">|:ga.<">.J, i=-pn,...,Nn 
and C does not depend on n. 
We will speak about Bso-solution if S0 = inf s. 
The investigations of concrete given processes have been done in the previously 
mentioned way in many cases. See e.g. [12], [27], [32], [41], [44] and others. 
I shall now give some examples explaining the meaning of the previous definitions. 
Let us solve the initial problem for an ordinary differential equation 
(4-5) y'=f(x,y), y(a) = y. 
The Runge-Kutta method can be written as follows 
yfti = /.B) + h'n) <t>f(xf\ yf\ h
(">) . 
A slight change will be made to simplify the notation in Definitions 4.1 and 4.2. 
We shall investigate two processes 
I. y> + \ = y
(n) + h("> $f(x?\ y
(r\ /i(">), i = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . 
(4.6) y™ = y , xf+\ = x
(
;"> + h
(">, i = 0, 1, 2,. . . , x0"> = a , 
h<"> = - . 
n 
II. yflx = y\n) + h<n) *Jx\"\ y?\ h(">), i = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . 
(4.7) y(0
n) = y , x["+>t = a + ih
(">, i = 0,1,2,... 
h("> = - . 
n 
Let further 
(4.8) v.">eY$">, ft^eZf', xf0 e X(">, h("> e H(">. 
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The spaces X\n), Y(n), Z(n), X(n) are spaces of real numbers with the norm |x|. The 
meaning of the previously mentioned mapping is evident in this case. The numerical 
process is also clear. The disturbed process is as follows 
I. 
(4.9) M^yT' + sT'+W?. 
(4.10) x("+>. = x |
n ) + /.<"> + '»(*•;>, 
(4.11) z(n) = h(n) *(*{">. y(n), /?">) + ,,9 ( i
z '" ), 
(4.12) /?"' = - + \9 ( H ' " ) . 
n 
II. The equations (4.9), (4.11), (4+2) remain unchanged. (4.10) now has the fol-
lowing form 
(4.10') jeft. = a + ih(n) + ll9(*-n). 
We can compute these processes in a different manner. These computations differ 
in disturbances. The following mathematical models can be assumed 
a) Fixed point computation 
\W>\ S A , p\*-n)\ g A , 
p '$ z , n ) | S zl , p9 ( H , n ) | £A, j = I, I I . 
b) 
\W>\ ^ A , pVx'">| ^ J , 
p'3iz'">| g h(n)zl , p'9(H'">| g h(">z1 , j = I, I I . 
b') Normalized floating point computation 
\W>\SA\y?>\, p^ ' -^zl lxH, 
p9<z'n)| ^ zl|z<">|, p'9(H'">| g zl|h(">|, j = I, I I . 
c) Normalized floating point computation with computation (4.9^ in the process II 
in double precision 
(4.13) |"^y ' n>| = 0 , \"S(*-n)\^A\x(n)\, 
|"9(z'">| % z(n)\ A , |"S(H'">| S \h(n)\ A . 5) 
The sequence <j;("> is obvious and I shall not describe it. The following theorem may 
be proved. 
5) The same effect can be obtained as follows: y(^l = y(t" + h("'0f'x
l?> y\H), h(n)). »/("+
)
l 
= (Ml ~ y™) - h(n)0f(x^, yf>, h(">). y
(
0"' = y, «ft>i = e
(.n) - ^"+ ' . , e
(on) = 0, j,J"> = y\n< 
+ e(-n). 
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Theorem 4.1. The previously mentioned processes are 
a) Bt solution, 
b), b') Bt solution, 
c) B0 solution. 
I shall now show the meaning of this theorem by means of the following example: 
E x a m p l e 4A . We shall solve the initial problem for the equation 
(4.14) / = x(x + 2) y3 + (JC + 3) y2 , 
(4.15) j ^ ) . - 2 _ 
a(a + 2) 
with the standard Runge-Kutta method of the 4 th degree. y(a + £) is to be solved. 
Here we obviously have C = J. Our task is to estimate y(n) — y{n
n) in dependence 
on n. Since the solution of (4.14) and (4A5) is y(x) = — [2jx(x + 2)] and we do not 
know y(n), we shall use y(n) -> y(a + i ) and put e(n) = |j/j,n) - y(a + £)|. In the 
following figures there are the outcomes of computations. In fig. 4A a there are 
the results for the process Lb, a = 0,5, obtained with MINSK 22.6) The parameter n 
has been selected as a decadic value. 
It is interesting to ask what happens if we investigate n{n) — \y(n) — y(ic(n))|. 
It may be shown that this is also a B{ solution. In fig. 4.1b we see the results. 
A further interesting question is what happens if we use n diadic. In fig. 4.2 we also 
see the results s(n) for n diadic. 
For a diadic n exactly the same results for computation Lb and ILb are obtained. 
In fig. 4.3 and 4.4 we have the results for Lb n decadic and ILb. 
In fig. 4.5 we have the results for II.c and a — 300. 
From the mentioned example we can clearly see that in computations there are 
different kinds of importance with respect to the stability. E.g. we have seen that 
the floating point makes the round-off error smaller but the results remain unchanged. 
Such a kind of considerations may be very valuable in practice, yet we cannot deal 
with it here. 
It is obvious that the knowledge of stability, especially the Bs stability is an import-
ant factor in a suitable choice of method. 
There is a question if it exist a B0 solution for computation in simple precision 
normalized floating point. We have seen that the answer is possitive (see 5)). 
I will show also the example of the quadrature formula Tn. Let n ~ 2
k. Let the 
) This computer is a diadic one. 
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process of the computation of Tn be the following 
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Then the computation is a B0 solution provided that we compute with normalized 
floating point and simple precision7). 
We shall show an other interesting example. Let us solve the initial problem for 
the differential equation 
(4.8) y'=f(x,y). 
The usual difference method leads to the following formula 
(4.9) yn + 3 - 2yn + yn+1 = f-2h
2(13fn + 2 - 2fn+l + / „ ) . 
This formula can be written in the following form 
(4.10) zn + 1 - z n = hfn, 
yn+2 - yn+i = i^(i3z r t + 2 - 2 z n + 1 + zn) 
and the following theorem is true: 
Theorem 4.2. The numerical process based on (4.9) res p. (4.10) is a B2, Bx process 
respectively for <J("} = {1, 1, ...}. 
This example (see [12], [41]) shows the possibilities of getting a better stability 
through simple changes in the method. The question when it is possible to write 
a formula in a form having a better stability is solved in [41]. 
7 ) It is possible evaluate the sum S„ = X ak w * t n n~ 1 operations so that the total round-off 
n fc=i 
error em is of the order lg2 « ^ \ak\, 
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As a further example I shall show the numerical stability of the numerical process 
of overrelaxation for usual finite-difference equations for second-order elliptic 
partial differential equations (see [32]). We put Nn = oo in the definition 4.L Let 
m 
us measure the error of the result in the norm rfn) = ljm ]T |£yn)| where 8yn) is the 
j = i 
error in one point of the net; m is the number of the net-points and h = Cjn is the 
step. Let the matrix A of finite-difference equations have the form 
/, B 
BM 
where / is the unit matrix. Then the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 4.3. Let the previous assumptions hold. Then the numerical process 
is a B2 process if0<a^oj^2 — Dh, D > 0 . 
Evidently a special case of theorem 4.3 is when co is independent of h or oo is the 
optimal overrelaxation parameter. 
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E x a m p l e 4.2. Let us solve the one dimensional problem y" — 1, y(Q) = j/(l) = 0 
with the finite-difference method and overrelaxation. Because of the round-off error 
the iterations do not, in general, converge to the required solution. They will "quasi-
converge" in a more or less well known sense. In Fig. 4.6 we see r/(n), n = ijh in depen-
dence on h. 
We see a good agreement with theorem 4.3. It is possible to formulate the theorem 
4.3 for a 0 < w g 1 in a more general form. See [12]. 
Further processes have also been investigated. I shall mention here the stability 
of the Kellog process for the determination of eigenvalues (see [27]) and a numerical 
process for solving a problems of the theory of reactors [44] and the process for 
computation of conform mapping. (See also [12.]) 
I have shown a few different aspect of incredulity with regard to the given inform-
ation which appear in computations. I think that this kind of investigations is very 
important when choosing an algorithm in general. 
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